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Abstract
In this thesis, we consider the nonstationary Navier-Stokes equations approximated by the pres-
sure stabilization method. We can obtain the local in time existence theorem for the approxi-
mated Navier-Stokes equations. Moreover we can obtain the error estimate between the solu-
tion to the usual Navier-Stokes equations and the Navier-Stokes equations approximated by the
pressure stabilization method. We prove these theorem by using maximal regularity theorem.
Furthermore, as the application of maximal regularity theorem, we can get the estimates for
weak solutions of approximate Navier-Stokes equations.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Back ground
The mathematical description of uid ow is given by the following Navier-Stokes equations:8<:
@tu u+ (u  r)u+r = f r  u = 0 t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
u(0; x) = a x 2 
;
u(t; x) = 0 x 2 @
;
(NS)
where the uid vector elds u = u(t; x) = (u1(t; x); : : : ; un(t; x)) and the pressure  = (t; x)
are unknown function, the external force f = f(t; x) is a given vector functions, the initial data
a is a given solenoidal function and 
 is some bounded domain. It is well-known that analysis
of Navier-Stokes equations (NS) is very important in view of both mathematical analysis and
engineering, however the problem concerning existence and regularity of solution to (NS) is
unsolved for a long time. One of the diculty of analysis for (NS) is the pressure term r and
incompressible condition r  u = 0.
In numerical analysis, some penalty methods (quasi-compressibility methods) are employed
as the method to overcome this diculty. They are methods that eliminate the pressure by using
approximated incompressible condition. For example, setting  > 0 as a perturbation parameter,
we use r  u =  = in the penalty method, r  u = = in the pressure stabilization method
and r  u =  @t= in the pseudocompressible method. In this thesis, we consider the Navier-
Stokes equations with incompressible condition approximated by pressure stabilization method.
Namely we consider the following equations:8>><>>:
@tu  u + (u  r)u +r = f t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
r  u = = t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
u(0; x) = a x 2 
;
u(t; x) = 0; @n(t; x) = 0 x 2 @
:
(NSa)
(NSa) may be considered as a singular perturbation of (NS). As  ! 1, (NSa) tends to (NS)
formally and we cancel the Neumann boundary condition for the pressure.
From the point of view of the maximal regularity theorem, the regularity of solution to the
rst equation is dierent from the one of the second equations in (NSa). Therefore, in order
to adjust the regularity of the solution to their equations, we consider the following equations
instead of approximated incompressible conditions in (NSa):
(u;r')
 =  1(r;r')
 ' 2 cW 1q0(
) (C)
for 1 < q <1. We notice that (C) is a weak form of the approximated incompressible condition
r  u =  1. We call (C) approximated weak incompressible condition in this thesis.
Therefore we consider8<:
@tu  u + (u  r)u +r = f t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
u(0; x) = a x 2 
;
u(t; x) = 0 x 2 @

(NSa0)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition (C) in Lq-framework (n=2 < q <1).
1.2 Known result
Pressure stabilization method was rst introduced by Brezzi and Pitkaranta [2]. They considered
the approximated stationary Stokes equations which are linearlized Navier-Stokes equations with
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the approximated incompressible condition r  u = =. They obtained the following error
estimate by using the energy methods:
ku   ukH1(
) + k   kL2(
)  C 1=2kfkL2(
): (1.1)
Nazarov and Specovius-Neugebauer [16] considered the same approximate Stokes problem and
derived asymptotically precise estimates for solution to the approximated problem as  ! 1
by using the parameter-dependent Sobolev norms. Their results are not available by the usually
applied energy methods. These results introduced above are concerning the stationary Stokes
equations and there are few results concerning the nonstationary Stokes equations and Navier-
Stokes equations. As far as the authors know, only the result due to Prohl [19] is known as
the results concerning the nonstationary problem. In [19], Prohl considered the sharp a priori
estimate for the pressure stabilization method under some assumptions and showed the following
error estimates:
ku   ukL1([0;T ];L2(
)) + k(   )kL1([0;T ];W 12 (
))  C
 1;
ku   ukL1([0;T ];W 12 (
)) + k
p
(   )kL1([0;T ];L2(
))  C 1=2;
where  = (t) = min(t; 1). Since their results are proved based on energy method, all of these
estimates are in L2 framework for the space. In this thesis, we shall use the maximal regularity
theorem in order to prove the local in time existence theorem and the error estimate in the Lp
in time and the Lq in space framework with n=2 < q <1 and maxf1; n=qg < p <1. Moreover
letting P
 be the Helmholtz projection in 
, we consider the following equations :Z T
0
[ (u; @t)
   (u;)
 + (B(u; u); )
 + (u; )
]dt = (a; (0))
 +
Z T
0
(f; )
dt
(WS)
for all  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)), where B(u; v) dened by
B(u; v) = (P
u  r)v; (NLT)
since u doesn't satisfy incompressible condition. More precisely, in order to ensure the validity
for the pressure stabilization method, we use (NLT) as a modication of the original nonlinearity
in (NS) (see [19], [27]). By this setting, we can prove existence theorem of weak solution for
(NSa). Lelay introduces weak solution for partial dierential equation ([15]) and Hopf constructs
weak solution the initial-boundary problem for 3-dimension bounded domain by using Lelay's
method ([11]). Hopf's proof is to construct approximate solution and to obtain subsequence in
L2-space which converges weak solution for (NS) by using approximated solution and energy
inequality. Therefore, since he used the energy inequality, these estimates are in L2 framework
for the space. This method is developed by Masuda [12]. Masuda proved the existence theorem
for domain 
  Rn (and the uniqueness for only 2-dimension bounded domain) and the following
L2 framework estimate.
ku(t)k22 + 2
Z t
0
kruk22dt  2
Z t
0
(f; u)
dt+ kak22 (0  t < T ):
Since the weak solution for (NS) is a strong solution for it in 2-dimension domain, weak solution
is required in 3-dimension case. But the uniqueness in this case is not proved until this very day.
J. Saal considered existence and regularity of weak solutions for (NS) (with Robin boundary
conditions) in 
 = Rn+ by using the time Lp and the space Lq estimates for Stokes equations
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linearized (NS) with Robin boundary conditions and the Duhamel principle. Saal showed the
L2-L2 estimate :
kuk2L1((0;T );L2(Rn+)) + krukL2((0;T );L2(Rn+))  kak
2
L2(Rn+)
+
Z T
0
(f(t); u(t))Rn+dt
and the Lp-Lq estimate :
k@tukLp((0;T );Lq(Rn+)) + kr2ukLp((0;T );Lq(Rn+)) + krkLp((0;T );Lq(Rn+))
 C(kak
B
2(1 1=p)
q;p
+ kfkLp((0;T );Lq(Rn+)) + kuk2L1((0;T );L2(Rn+)) + kruk
2
L2((0;T );L2(Rn+))
)
for n=q + 2=p = n+ 1, where B
2(1 1=p)
q;p is the real interpolation space :
B2(1 1=p)q;p = (Lq(Rn+);W 2q (Rn+))1 1=p:p:
Since his proof is based on maximal regularity for Stokes equations, he obtained Lp-Lq regularity
of weak solution for (NS) with Robin boundary condition. In this thesis, using the way of Saal
[20], we shall prove the Lp-Lq regularity of weak solution for (NSa) in bounded domain 
  Rn
and the uniqueness in case of n = 2.
1.3 Thesis organization
This thesis consists of the following ve sections. In section 2, we present the main results on
local in time unique existence of solution to (NSa0) and certain error estimate between the solu-
tions to (NSa0) and (NS) under the weak incompressible condition (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem
2.16). Following the argument due to Shibata and Kubo [24], we can prove the main results
by contraction mapping principle with the help of the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem. And
we state the result of weak solution for (NSa) (Theorem 2.5) by the method of Saal [20] with
Hille-Yosida operator. After stating the main results, we present the maximal Lp-Lq regularity
theorem for linearlized problem for (NSa0) (Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.14 ) and the theo-
rem concerning the existence of R-bounded solution operator for linearized problem (Theorem
2.11). As was seen in Shibata and Shimizu [26], the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem is direct
consequence of Theorem 2.11 concerning the generalized resolvent problem for the linearized
equations with the help of Weis' operator valued Fourier multiplier theorem (Theorem 2.10), so
that the main part of this thesis is to show Theorem 2.11. Moreover another consequence of
Theorem 2.11 is the resolvent estimate (Corollary 2.12), which implies the construct of the semi-
group T(t) for linealized problem for (NSa
0). By real interpolation, we obtain some estimates
for T(t) (Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.15). In section 3, as preliminary, we shall introduce
some theorems and lemmas which play important role in this thesis. In section 4, we consider
the generalized resolvent problem for linearized problem in some bounded domain. For this
purpose, we rst consider the problem in the whole space case and the half-space case. By using
the change of variable with their results, we shall prove the generalized bounded domain cases.
In section 5, the following the argument due to Shibata and Kubo [24], we show the local in
time existence theorem for (NSa0) and prove the error estimates (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem
2.16). Moreover, as the application of maximal regularity, we prove the existence and regularity
theorem of weak solution for (NSa) (Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4), and, in case of n = 2, see
this solution is unique (Theorem 2.5).
2 Notation and Main Results
Before we describe main theorem, we shall introduce some functional spaces and notations
throughout this thesis. As usual C;M; : : : denote constants that may change from line to line.
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Sometimes we would like to express a special dependence on some parameter k. Then we use
the notation Ck;Mk; ... or we write it as an argument C(k);M(k); ... . For m 2 f0; 1; : : : ;1g
we denote by Cm(
) the space of all m-times continuously dierentiable functions and the space
of cut of function
C10 ([0; T ); C
1
0 (
)) = f 2 C1([0; T ); C10 (
)) j (t; x) = 0 if t belongs to neighborhood of Tg:
For 1 < q < 1, let q0 = q=(q   1). If u 2 Lq(
) and v 2 Lq0(
), we use the notation
(u; v)
 =
R

 uvdx for the dual pairing. For any closed operator A in X, its domain and range
are denoted by D(A) and R(A), respectively. Furthermore, we call A a generator, if fe tAgt0
satises the semigroup properties. For any two Banach spaces X and Y , L(X;Y ) denotes the set
of all bounded linear operators fromX into Y and we write L(X) = L(X;X) for short. Hol(U;X)
denotes the set of all X-valued holomorphic functions dened on a complex domain U . As the
complex domain where a resolvent parameter belongs, we use " = f 2 Cnf0g j j arg j <  "g
and ";0 = f 2 " j jj  0g for 0 < " < =2 and 0 > 0. For 1  q < 1, Lq(
) denotes
the Lebesgue space, which consists of all q-integrable functions with its norm k  kq;
 and L1(
)
denotes the space of all functions u that satisfy kuk1;
 = ess.supx2
ju(x)j < 1. Wmq (
)
(1  q  1) denotes the Sobolev space of order m 2 N. Its norm is given by
kukm;q;
 :=
0@ mX
j=0
krjukqq;

1A1=q ;
where rj is the tensor of all possible j-th order dierentials. In particular, for non-negative
integerm, we deneHm(
) asWm2 (
) andH
m
0 (
) as closure of innitely dierentiable functions
compactly supported in Hm(
). As the time-space Lebesgue space, we use Lp((0; T ); Lq(
)) =
fu j kukLp((0;T );Lq(
)) <1g, where its norm is given by
kukLp((0;T );Lq(
)) =
Z T
0
ku(t)kpq;
dt
1=p
If no confusion seems likely, we also write k  kq = k  kq;
 and k  kp;q;T = k  kLp((0;T );Lq(
)).
and often use the same symbols for denoting the vector and scalar function spaces. For
1  p; q  1, B2(1 1=p)q;p (D) denotes the real interpolation space dened by B2(1 1=p)q;p (D) =
(Lq(D);W
2
q (D))1 1=p;p (more precisely see Sohr [25]). For a Banach space X, we set
Lp;0(R; X) = ff(t) 2 Lp;loc(R; X) j ke tfkLp(R;X) <1; (  0)g;
Lp;0;(0)(R; X) = ff(t) 2 Lp;0(R; X) j f(t) = 0 (t < 0)g;
W 1p;0;(0)(R; X) = ff(t) 2 Lp;0;(0)(R; X) j f 0(t) 2 Lp;0(R; X)g:
In order to deal with the pressure term, we use the following functional spaces:
Lq;loc(D) = ff j f jK 2 Lq(K); K is any compact set in Dg;cW 1q (D) = f 2 Lq;loc(D) j r 2 Lq(D)ng:
Since our proof is based on Fourier analysis, we next introduce the Fourier transform and the
Laplace transform. We dene the Fourier transform, its inverse Fourier transform, the Laplace
transform and its inverse Laplace transform by
f^() = Fx[f ]() =
Z
Rn
e ixf(x)dx; F 1 [f ](x) =
1
(2)n
Z
Rn
eixf()d;
Lt[f ]() = Ft[e tf(t)](); L 1 [f ](t) = etF 1 [f ](t);
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respectively, where x;  2 Rn,  = + i 2 C and x   is usual inner product: x   =Pnj=1 xjj .
Furthermore, we dene the Fourier-Laplace transform by
Lt[Fx[v(t; x)]](; ) = Ft;x[e tv(t; x)](; ) =
Z 1
 1
Z
Rn
e (t+ix)v(t; x)dx

dt:
By using Fourier transform and Laplace transform, we dene Hsp;0(R; X) for a Banach space
X. For  =  + i , we dene the operator s as
(sf)(t) = L 1 [jjsLt[f ]()](t) = etF 1 [(2 + 2)s=2Ft[e tf(t)]()](t):
For 0 < s < 1 and 0 > 0, we dene the space H
s
p;0(R; X) as
Hsp;0(R; X) = ff 2 Lp;0(R; X) j ke tsfkLp(R;X) <1(8  0)g:
In this thesis, we assume next assumption for our domain 
.
Assumption 2.1. Let n=2 < q < 1 and n < r < 1. Let 
 be a uniform W 2 1=rr domain
introduced in [8] and Lq(
) has the Helmholtz decomposition.
Therefore, the domain 
 has direct sum decomposition. In fact, the space of solenoidal elds
in 
 is dened by Lq;(
) = C10;(
)
kkq
, where C10;(
) = fv 2 C10 (
) j r  v = 0g. It is well
known that Lq;(
) = fv 2 Lq(
) j r  v = 0; vj@
 = 0g and that this space is complementary
in Lq(
) for 1 < q <1. More precisely we obtain the Helmholtz decomposition
Lq(
) = Lq;(
)Gq(
);
where Gq(
) := frp j p 2 cW 1q (
)g. Therefore we can dene projection operators P = P

and Q = Q
 (called Helmholtz projection) on Lq(
) to Lq;(
) and Gq(
), respectively, which
satisfy
u = Pu+rQu; kPukq;
 + krQukq;
  Cn;qkukq;
: (HP)
We remark that if q = 2, L2(
) has the Helmholtz decomposition for any 
 (see Galdi [10]).
First main result is concerned with the local in time existence theorem for (NSa0) with
approximated weak incompressible condition (C).
Theorem 2.1. Let n  2, n=2 < q <1 and maxf1; n=qg < p <1. Let  > 0 and T0 2 (0;1).
For any M > 0, assume that a 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
) and f 2 Lp((0; T0); Lq(
)n) satisfy
kakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
) + kfkLp((0;T0);Lq(
)n) M: (2.1)
Then, there exists T  2 (0; T0) depending on only M such that (NSa0) under (C) has a unique
solution (u; ) of the following class:
u 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
)n) \ Lp((0; T );W 2q (
)n);  2 Lp((0; T );cW 1q (
)):
Moreover the following estimate holds:
kukL1((0;T );Lq(
)) + k(@tu;r2u;r)kLp((0;T );Lq(
)) + krukLr((0;T );Lq(
))  Cn;p;q;T 
for 1=p  1=r  1=2.
Next, we describe our second main result. To do this, we introduce weak solution for (NSa).
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Denition 2.2. Let n  2 and T 2 [0;1). We call u a weak solution of system (NSa), if u
belongs to the Lelay-Hopf class i.e. u 2 L1((0; T ); L2(
))\L2((0; T );W 12 (
)n) and u satisesZ T
0
[ (u; @t)  (u;) +
nX
j=1
(@ju; u
j
) + (u; )]dt = (a; (0)) +
Z T
0
(f; )dt (WS)
for all  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)).
This theorem is based on Hille-Yosida operator and Relich theorem. Namely, we consider the
local in time existence theorem, proved by the xed point theorem, of solution for the integral
equation with Hille-Yosida approximation.
Theorem 2.3. Let n  2, T 2 (0;1]. And let
Y = L1((0; T ); L2(
)) \ L2((0; T );W 12 (
)n):
Then, for all a 2 L2(
) and f 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)n), there exists solution u for (WS) such
that the following estimate holds.
kuk21;2;T + kA1=2 uk22;2;T  kak22 +
Z t
0
(f(t); u(t))dt: (2.2)
Next, we shall state Lp-Lq regularity for solution of (WS) depending on the dimension n.
This theorem is based on the maximal regularity of A and dual problem.
Theorem 2.4. Let u be one of solutions of (WS), which u doesn't have to satisfy energy
inequality. And let the index p, q satisfy 1 < p; q < 1 and n=q + 2=p = n + 1. If a and f
satisfy a 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
) and f 2 Lp((0; T ); Lq(
)), respectively, then there exists a constant C
such that the following inequality holds:
ke 0t(@tu; Au;r)kp;q;T  C(kakB2(1 1=p)q;p + kfkp;q;T + kuk
2
1;2;T + kA1=2 uk22;2;T ):
(2.3)
This theorem is the existence and uniqueness for solution of (WS) if the dimension n equals
to 2.
Theorem 2.5. Let T 2 (0;1], a 2 L2(
)\W 12 (
) and f 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)). Then, the weak
solution obtained by Theorem 2.4 below is unique and satises the regularity
ru 2 L1((0; T ); L2(
)); @tu;r2u;r 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)):
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.5, we use maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem
for the following linearized problems corresponding to (NSa0):8<:
@tu  u +r = f t > 0; x 2 
;
u(t; x) = 0 x 2 @
;
u(0; x) = a x 2 

(Sa0)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition
(u;r')
 =  1(r;r')
 + (g;r')
 ' 2 cW 1q0(
): (Cg)
These main result is based on the following theorem which is concerned with the maximal
Lp-Lq regularity for (Sa
0) under (Cg) with a = 0.
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Theorem 2.6. Let 1 < p; q < 1 and  > 0. Then there exists a positive number 0 such that
the following assertion holds : for any f; g 2 Lp;0;(0)(R; Lq(
)), (Sa0) under (Cg) with a = 0
has a unique solution :
u 2 Lp;0;(0)(R;W 2q (
)) \W 1p;0;(0)(R; Lq(
));  2 Lp;0;(0)(R;cW 1q (
)):
Moreover, the following estimate holds :
ke t(@tu; u;
1
2
ru;1=2+(r  u);r2u;r)kLp(R;Lq(
))  Cn;p;qke t(f; g)kLp(R;Lq(
))
for any   0.
Remark 2.7. By the property of Helmholtz decomposition, we can solve (Cg) for u; g 2 Lq(
)
and we see  = Q
(u   g).
In order to prove Theorem 2.6, we use the operator valued Fourier multiplier theorem due
to Weis [29]. This theorem needs R-boundedness of solution operator. To this end, we rst
introduce the denition of R-boundedness.
Denition 2.8. The family of the operators T  L(X;Y ) is called R-bounded on L(X;Y ),
if there exist constants C > 0 and p 2 [1;1) such that for each N 2 N, Tj 2 T , fj 2 X
(j = 1; : : : ; N) and for all sequences fj(u)gNj=1 of independent, symmetric, f 1; 1g-valued
random variables on [0,1], there holds the inequality:Z 1
0
k
NX
j=1
j(u)TjfjkpY du  C
Z 1
0
k
NX
j=1
j(u)fjkpXdu:
The smallest such C is called R-bound of T on L(X;Y ), which is denoted by R(T ).
Remark 2.9. According to [5], the following properties concerning R-boundedness is known.
From Denition 2.8, R-boundedness of the family of operators implies uniform boundedness.
kTkpL(X;Y ) = supkxkX=1
kT (x)kpY  R(T ):
Moreover it is well-known that R-bounds behave like norms. Namely, the following properties
hold.
(i) Let X;Y be Banach spaces and T ;S  L(X;Y ) be R-bounded. Then T + S = fT + S j T 2
T ; S 2 Sg is R-bounded and R(T + S)  R(T ) +R(S).
(ii) Let X;Y; Z be Banach spaces and T  L(X;Y ) and S  L(Y; Z) be R-bounded. Then
ST = fST j T 2 T ; S 2 Sg is R-bounded and R(ST )  R(S)R(T ).
The following theorem is the operator valued Fourier multiplier theorem proved by Weis [29]
for X = Y = Lq(
).
Theorem 2.10. Let 1 < p; q <1 and M() 2 C1(Rnf0g;L(X;Y )) be satisfy
R(fM() j  2 Rnf0gg) = c0 <1; R(fj j@M() j  2 Rnf0gg) = c1 <1:
Then, TM dened by [TMf ](t) = F 1 [M()Fx[f ]()](t)(f 2 S(R; X)) is the bounded operator
from Lp(R; X) to Lp(R; Y ). Moreover, the following estimate holds :
kTMfkLp(R;Y )  C(c0 + c1)kfkLp(R;X) (f 2 Lp(R; X));
where C is a positive constant depending on p, X.
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In order to prove the maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem with the help of Theorem 2.10, we
need the R-boundedness for solution operator to the following generalized resolvent problem
u  u +r = f in 
;
u = 0 on @

(RSa0)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition (Cg), where the resolvent parameter 
varies in ";0 (0 < " < =2; 0 > 0).
We can show the existence of the R-boundedness operator to (RSa0) under (Cg) as follows:
Theorem 2.11. Let  > 0, 1 < q < 1 and 0 < " < =2. Set Xq(
) = f(F1; F2) j F1; F2 2
Lq(
)g, then there exist a 0 > 0 and operator families U() and P() with
U() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq(
);W 2q (
)n)); P() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq(
);cW 1q (
)))
such that for any f; g 2 Lq(
) and  2 ";0, (u; ) = (U()F;P()F ), where F = (f; g), is
a unique solution to (RSa0) under (Cg) and (U();P()) satises the following estimates :
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
) eN )(f(@ )`(G;U()) j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
)n)(f(@ )`(rP()) j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1)
for G;u = (u; 
1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u)) and eN = 1 + n+ n2 + n3.
By Remark 2.9, we can prove the resolvent estimate for (RSa0) under (Cg).
Corollary 2.12. Let  > 0, 1 < q <1 and 0 < " < =2. Let 0 > 0 be a number obtained in
Theorem 2.11. For f; g 2 Lq(
) and  2 ";0, there exists a unique solution (u; ) to (RSa0)
under (Cg) which satises the following inequality:
k(u; 1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u);r)kLq(
)  Ck(f; g)kLq(
):
Let A be the linear operator dened by Au = u   rQ
u and D(A) = fu 2
W 2q (
)
n j uj@
 = 0g. By Corollary 2.12 with g = 0, we see that A generates the semigroup
fT(t)gt0 on Lq(
)n. Moreover there exists a positive constant C > 0 such that for any
a 2 Lq(
)n, u(t) = T(t)a satises
k(u; t1=2ru; tr2u; t@tu)kLq(
)  Ce0tkakLq(
) (t  0): (2.4)
By the equations (Sa0), we have
krkLq(
)  k@tukLq(
) + k  ukLq(
)  Ct 1e0tkakLq(
): (2.5)
On the other hands, since  = Q
u is the pressure associated with u = T(t)a and
r = (u P
u), (u; ) enjoys (Sa0) under (Cg) and r satises the following estimate:
krkLq(
) = ku   P
ukLq(
)  2kukLq(
)  Ce0tkakLq(
);
which implies krkL1((0;T );Lq(
))  Ce0T kakLq(
). This is the eect of the pressure stabi-
lization method.
By real interpolation, we can see the following maximal Lp-Lq regularity theorem for (Sa
0)
with f = g = 0.
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Theorem 2.13. Let  > 0 and 1 < p; q < 1. Let 0 be a number obtained in Theorem 2.11.
For a 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
), u = T(t)a satises
ke 0t(@tu;r2u)kLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
);
(   0)1=pke tukLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkakLq(
);
(   0)1=(2p)ke trukLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)
for any  > 0. Moreover  = Qu satises
ke 0trkLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
);
krkL1(0;T );Lq(
))  Cn;p;qe0T kakLq(
)
for any T > 0.
Next we consider the error estimate between the solution (u; ) to (NS) under the weak
incompressible condition (u;r')
 = 0 for ' 2 cW 1q0(
) and solution (u; ) to (NSa0) under
(C). To this end, setting uE = u  u and E =    , we see that (uE ; E) enjoys that
8<:
@tuE  uE +rE +N(uE ; u) = 0; t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
uE(0; x) = aE ; x 2 
;
uE(t; x) = 0; x 2 @
;
(NSE)
where N(uE ; u) = (uE r)uE+(uE r)u+(u r)uE and aE = a a under the approximated
weak incompressible condition
(uE ;r')
 =  1(rE ;r')
 +  1(r;r')
 ' 2 cW 1q0(
) (C)
for 1 < q <1. In a similar way to Theorem 2.1, we consider (Sa0) under (C) for a = aE . By
Theorem 2.6 with f = 0, g =  1r and Theorem 2.13, we obtain the following theorems :
Theorem 2.14. Let 1 < p; q <1 and  > 0. Let 0 be a positive number obtained in Theorem
2.11. If usual Stokes equations under the weak incompressible condition has a unique solution
(u; ) in (Lp;E ;(0)(R;W
2
q (
)
n) \W 1p;E ;(0)(R; Lq(
)n))  Lp;E ;(0)(R;cW 1q (
)), and (Sa0) under
(C) with aE = 0 has a unique solution :
uE 2 Lp;E ;(0)(R;W 2q (
)n) \W 1p;E ((0;1); Lq(
)n); E 2 Lp;E ;(0)(R;cW 1q (
)):
Moreover, the following estimate holds.
ke t(@tuE ; uE ;
1
2
ruE ;r2uE ;1=2+(r  uE);rE)kLp(R;Lq(
))  Cn;p;qke trkLp(R;Lq(
))
for any   E.
Theorem 2.15. Let 1 < p; q < 1 and  > 0. Let 0 be a number obtained in Theorem 2.11.
For aE 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
), uE = T(t)aE and E = Q
uE    satisfy
ke 0t(@tuE ;r2uE ;rE)kLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkaEkB2(1 1=p)q;p (
);
(   0)1=pke tuEkLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkaEkLq(
);
(   0)1=(2p)ke truEkLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkaEkB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)
for any  > 0. If  2 L1((0;1);cW 1q (
)), E satises
ke 0trEkL1((0;T );Lq(
))  CkaEkLq(
) + krkL1((0;1);Lq(
))
for any T > 0.
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By above two theorems, we can obtain the following theorem concerned with the error
estimates.
Theorem 2.16. Let n  2, n=2 < q < 1, maxf1; n=qg < p < 1 and  > 0. Let T  be a
positive constant obtained in Theorem 2.1 and (u; ) be a solution obtained in Theorem 2.1.
For any M > 0, assume that aE 2 B2(1 1=p)q;p (
) satises
kaEkB2(1 1=p)q;p (
) M
 1: (2.6)
Then there exists T [ 2 (0; T ) such that (NSE) has a unique solution (uE ; E) which satises
kuEkL1((0;T [);Lq(
)) + kruEkLr((0;T [);Lq(
)) + k(r2uE ; @tuE ;rE)kLp((0;T [);Lq(
)) 
Cn;p;q;T [

(2.7)
for 1=p  1=r  1=2.
Remark 2.17. (1) Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 2.15 with  = 0 + 1 means that the error
estimate for the Stokes equations. Namely the error estimate is given by
ke t(u  u)kLp((0;T );Lq(
)) 
C

ke trkLp((0;T );Lq(
)) + Ce(0+1)T kaEkLq(
)
for any T > 0. If T <1 and ke trkL1((0;T );Lq(
)) <1, we see
ke t(u  u)kL1((0;T );Lq(
)) = limp!1 ke
 t(u  u)kLp((0;T );Lq(
))
 C

ke trkL1((0;T );Lq(
)) + Ce(0+1)T kaEkLq(
):
Under assumption (2.6) in Theorem 2.16, we see that there exists a positive constant C
depending on T ,M and krkL1((0;T );Lq(
)) such that
ku  ukL1((0;T );Lq(
))  C 1; kr(   )kL1((0;T );Lq(
))  C
for any T > 0.
(2) (2.7) means the following error estimates for the Navier-Stokes equations:
ku  ukL1((0;T [);Lq(
))  C 1;
k(r2(u  u); @t(u  u);r(   ))kLp((0;T [);Lq(
))  C 1;
In a similar way to (1), we obtain
k(r2(u  u); @t(u  u);r(   ))kL1((0;T [);Lq(
))  C 1:
In comparison with the result due to Prohl [19], we can extend L2 framework to Lq framework
with respect to the error estimate.
3 Preliminary
In this section, we shall introduce some lemmas and denitions, which plays important role
for our proof. Before we describe some propositions and lemmas, we introduce the notation of
symbols. Set
r = j0j; ! =
p
+ r2; ! =
p
+ + r2;
E(z) = e z(xn+yn); M(a; b; xn) = e
 axn   e bxn
a  b ; (3.1)
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where 0 = (1; : : : ; n 1). Here E(!) is the symbol corresponding to heat equation and
M(!; r; xn) is the symbol corresponding to Stokes equations.
We next introduce some lemmas. In order to apply the operator-valued Fourier multiplier
theorem proved by Weis [29], we need the R-boundedness of solution operator to (Sa0). However
since it is dicult to prove R-boundedness directly from its denition, we rst introduce the
following sucient condition for showing R-boundedness of solution operator given in Theorem
3.3 in Enomoto and Shibata [7].
Theorem 3.1. Let 1 < q < 1 and 0 < " < =2. Let m(; ) be a function dened on
"  (Rnnf0g) such that for any multi-index  2 Nn0 (N0 = N [ f0g) there exists a constant C
depending on  and  such that
j@m(; )j  Cjj jj
for any (; ) 2 "(Rnnf0g). LetK be an operator dened by [Kf ](x) = F 1 [m(; )Fx[f ]()](x).
Then the set fK j  2 "g is R-bounded on L(Lq(Rn)) and
RL(Lq(Rn))(fK j  2 "g)  C maxjjn+2C
with some constant C that depends solely on q and n.
To prove the R-boundedness of the solution operator in Rn+, we use the following lemma
proved by Shibata and Shimizu [26] (see Lemma 5.4 in [26]).
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < " < =2 and 1 < q < 1. Let m(; 0) be a function dened on " such
that for any multi-index 0 2 Nn 10 there exists a constant C0 depending on 0, " and N such
that
j@00m(; 0)j  C0r j
0j:
Let Kj(;m) (j = 1; : : : ; 5) be the operators dened by
[K1(;m)g](x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

m(; 0)rE(!)eg(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
[K2(;m)g](x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

m(; 0)r2M(!; r; xn + yn)eg(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
[K3(;m)g](x) =
Z 1
0
F 10
h
m(; 0)jj1=2rM(!; r; xn + yn)eg(0; yn)i (x0)dyn;
[K4(;m)g](x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

m(; 0)!rM(!; !; xn + yn)eg(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
[K5(;m)g](x) =
Z 1
0
F 10
h
m(; 0)jj1=2rM(!; !; xn + yn)eg(0; yn)i (x0)dyn:
Then, the sets f(@ )`Kj(;m) j  2 "g (j = 1; : : : ; 5; ` = 0; 1) are R-bounded families in
L(Lq(Rn+)). Moreover, there exists a constant Cn;q;" such that
RL(Lq(Rn+))(f(@ )`Kj(;m) j  2 "g)  Cn;q;" (j = 1; : : : ; 5; ` = 0; 1):
This lemma is proved in a similar way to Lemma 5.4 in [26] with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. For 0 < " < =2, let  2 ".
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(i) There exist positive constants C1; C2 and C3 depending on " such that the following inequalities
hold:
j!j  C1(jj1=2 + r); C2(1=2 + jj1=2 + r)  Re !  C3(1=2 + jj1=2 + r): (3.2)
(ii) There exist positive constants C such that the following inequalities hold:
jD00rsj  Crs j
0j;
jD00!sj  C(jj1=2 + r)s j
0j;
jD00!sj  C(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)s j
0j;
jD00 (r + !)sj  C(jj1=2 + r)sr j
0j;
jD00 (r + !)sj  C(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)sr j
0j;
jD00 (! + !)sj  C(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)s(jj1=2 + r) j
0j (3.3)
for any s 2 R and multi-index 0.
(iii) There exist positive constants C such that the following inequalities hold:
jD00f(@ )`e rxngj  Cr j
0je (1=2)rxn ;
jD00f(@ )`e !xngj  C(jj1=2 + r) j
0je d(jj
1=2+r)xn ;
jD00f(@ )`e !xngj  C(1=2 + jj1=2 + r) j
0je d(
1=2+jj1=2+r)xn ;
jD00f(@ )`M(!; r; xn)gj  C(xn or jj 1=2)e drxnr j
0j;
jD00f(@ )`M(!; !; xn)gj  C(xn or  1=2)e d(jj
1=2+r)xn(jj1=2 + r) j0j (3.4)
for ` = 0; 1 and any multi-index 0 and (0; xn) 2 (Rn 1nf0g)  (0;1), where d is a positive
constant independent of " and 0.
Proof.
(i) (3.2) are proved by elementary calculation.
(ii) Let f(t) = ts=2. By Bell formula, we see
Dr
s =
jjX
`=1
f (`)(r2)
X
1++`=;jij1
 `1;:::;`(D
1
 r
2)    (D` r2);
where  `1;:::;` is some constant and f
(`)(t) = d`f(t)=dt`. Since jDj r2j  2r2 jj j, we can obtain
the rst estimate. We can prove the other estimates in a similar way to the rst estimate taking
the elementary estimate: j+ jj2j  (sin ")(jj+ jj2) (0 < " < =2,  2 Rn) into account.
(iii) It is sucient to prove the last estimate with ` = 0 in (3.4), since we can prove the other
estimates similarly.
By M(!; !; xn) =  xn
R 1
0 e
 ((1 )!+!)xnd and Bell formula, we have
jD00e ((1 )!+!)xn j
 C0
j0jX
`=1
x`ne
 (c1(1 )(jj1=2+r)+c2(1=2+jj1=2+r))xn
 ((1  )(jj1=2 + r)1 j01j + (1=2 + jj1=2 + r)1 j01j)
     ((1  )(jj1=2 + r)1 j0`j + (1=2 + jj1=2 + r)1 j0`j);
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where we used je ((1 )!+!)xn j = e ((1 )Re!+Re!)xn . Setting c = min(c1; c2), we see
jD00e ((1 )!+!)xn j  C0e (c=2)((1 )(jj
1=2+r)+(1=2+jj1=2+r))xn(jj1=2 + r) j0j;
which implies
jD00M(!; !; xn)j  C0
Z 1
0
e (c=2)((1 )(jj
1=2+r)+(1=2+jj1=2+r))xndxn(jj1=2 + r) j0j
= C0
Z 1
0
e (c=2)(jj
1=2+r)xne (c=2)
1=2xndxn(jj1=2 + r) j0j:
By integrating this right hand side, we have
jD00M(!; !; xn)j  C0(c=2) 1 1=2e (c=2)(jj
1=2+r)xn(jj1=2 + r) j0j: (3.5)
On the other hands, by e (c=2)1=2xn  1, we have
jD00M(!; !; xn)j  C0xne (c=2)(jj
1=2+r)xn(jj1=2 + r) j0j: (3.6)
Therefore, we obtain the last estimate with ` = 0 in (3.4).
By using maximal regularity theorem (Theorem 2.6), we shall prove the existence and unique-
ness theorem of strong solution for (NSa) in Section 5. To do this, we prepare some facts shown
by this theorem.
Let (w; ) =MT (f) be the solution to8<:
@tw  w +r = f x 2 
; t 2 (0; T );
w(0; x) = 0 x 2 
;
w(t; x) = 0 x 2 @

(3.7)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition (C)
For f 2 Lp((0; T ); Lq(
)), let f0(t) = f(t) (0 < t < T ) and f0(t) = 0 (t 62 (0; T )). Then,
letting (w; ) be the solution to Stokes equation for f = f0 on t 2 (0;1), (w; ) can dene
on t 2 R. Moreover, this solution satises w(t) = (t) = 0 (t  0) and (3.7) on t 2 (0; T ).
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.6, the following estimate holds: for 0 < S  T ,
k@twkLp((0;S);Lq(
))  eSke t@twkLp((0;T );Lq(
))  Cn;p;qeSkfkLp((0;T );Lq(
)): (3.8)
Similarly we have
kr2wkLp((0;S);Lq(
)) + krkLp((0;S);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qeSkfkLp((0;T );Lq(
)): (3.9)
Moreover taking into account the fact about Bessel potential space:
ke tukLq(R;X)  Cke tukLp(R;X)  C ( )ke tukLp(R;X) (3.10)
for Banach space X, 1 < p < q <1,  = 1=p  1=q,  <  <1 and   0 and the estimate:
ke tukL1(R;X)  Cke tukLp(R;X)
for 0 <   1=p < 1 and 1 < p <1 (see [3]), by Theorem 2.6 we obtain
krwkLr((0;S);Lq(
)) + kwkL1((0;S);Lq(
))
 CeSke t1rwkLq(R;Lq(
)) + CeSke t11wkLp(R;Lq(
))
 CeSke t1=21 rwkLp(R;Lq(
)) + CeSke t11wkLp(R;Lq(
))
 CeSkfkLp((0;T );Lq(
)); (3.11)
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where 1=p  1=r  1=2.
Letting  = n=(2q) and `k(k = 1; 2; 3) are the positive constants satisfying
0 <
1
p
  1
p`1
 1
2
; 0 <
1
p
  1
(1  )p`2 
1
2
;  +
1
`1
+
1
`2
+
1
`3
= 1
and setting
 = 1=(`3p); r1 = p`1; r2 = (1  )p`2; (3.12)
by Sobolev embedding theorem and Holder's inequality, we obtain
k(v  r)wkLp((0;S);Lq(
))  Skvk1 L1((0;S);Lq(
))krvk

Lr1 ((0;S);Lq(
))
 krwk1 Lr2 ((0;S);Lq(
))kr
2wkLp((0;S);Lq(
)) (3.13)
for any v; w 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
)) \ Lp((0; T );W 2q (
)) and 0 < S  T .
Moreover, by maximal regularity theorem, we can see the existence theorem (and uniqueness
theorem in case of n = 2) for weak solution. By using Helmholtz projection, the approximate
Stokes operator A = A;
;q in Lq(
) (1 < q <1) is dened by
Au = u  rQu; u 2 D(A) = D(W 2q (
)): (3.14)
Moreover, we shall introduce Hille-Yosida operator with A and its properties, which play
an essential role in our proof for weak solution. To do this, we conrm the property of A. For
the equation
@tu  Au + (Pu  r)u = f; u(0) = a;
by maximal regularity theorem for A : for some 0 > 0
ke 0t(@tu;r2u)kLp((0;1);Lq(
))  C(kakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
) + ke
 0tfkLp((0;1);Lq(
)));
letting f(t; x) = 0 (t > T ), we have
ke 0t(@tu;r2u)kLp((0;T );Lq(
))  C(kakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
) + ke
 0tfkLp((0;T );Lq(
))):
Furthermore, we proved the inequality for semigroup fT(t)gt0 : for t > 0 and u 2 Lq(
)
kT(t)ukq;
 + t1=2krT(t)ukq;
 + tkr2T(t)ukq;
 Mn;qkukq;
;
which implies Lp-Lq estimate for approximate Stokes semigroup by Sobolev imbedding theorem
kT(t)ukp;
  Cn;p;qt n=2(1=q 1=p)kukq;
; krT(t)ukp;
  Cn;p;qt 1=2 n=2(1=q 1=p)kukq;
;
(3.15)
where t > 0, 1 < q  p  1 and u 2 Lq(
). Then, letting fT(t)gt0 be approximate Stokes
semigroup in 
 and Jk dened as Hille-Yosida operator :
Jk =

1  A
k
 1
(k 2 N);
we see, by (3.15),
kJkukp  C
Z 1
0
e t

t
k
 n=2(1=q 1=p)
dtkukq  C1(k)kukq;
krJkukp  C
Z 1
0
e t

t
k
 1=2 n=2(1=q 1=p)
dtkukq  C2(k)kukq; (3.16)
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where n=q n=p < 2. Note that if p = q, the constant C1(k) is independent of k. And, if N 2 N
satises N > 1 + n=4, we also have
kJkuk1  C(k)kJN 1k ukq1      C(k)kJkukqN 1  C(k)kuk2; (3.17)
where 2  qN 1  qN 2      q2  q1  1 and n=qi+1   n=qi < 2.
Using these instrument, we shall prove weak solution meaning of Denition 2.2 in Section
6. In order to prove the existence theorem of solution satisfying this denition, we prepare a
technical lemma. From this lemma, we can estimate the non-linear term.
Lemma 3.4. Let  > 0 and u 2 D(A) = H2(
) \H10 (
).
(i) The following relation holds:
kruk2  kA1=2 uk2: (3.18)
(ii) The following relation holds:
kr2uk2  CkAuk2; (3.19)
where C is a positive constant independent of u.
Proof. (i) Since we have
(Au; u)
 = (ru;ru)
 + (rQu; u)
 = kruk22 + krQuk22  0
by the properties of the Helmholtz projection : u = Pu + rQu and (Pu;rQu)
 = 0, we see
that A is a positive denite self-adjoint operator and that A has the square root A
1=2
 which
satises
kA1=2 uk22 = kruk22 + krQuk22;
which implies (3.18).
(ii) In order to prove (3.19), we shall consider the following equations:
 u+r = f; in 
 (3.20)
under the weak divergence free condition:
(u;r )
    1(r;r )
 = (g;  )
; (3.21)
subject to uj@
 = 0 for f; g 2 L2(
). Goal is to show that for f; g 2 L2(
), the solution (u; )
to (3.20) under (3.21) satises
kr2uk2 + krk2  C (kfk2 + kgk2) : (3.22)
If we obtain (3.22), since (3.20) under (3.21) with g = 0 is equivalent to Au = f , we can obtain
(3.19).
Taking the fact that there exists F;G 2 L2(
) with f = r  F; g = r  G into account, the
weak form of (3.20) under (3.21) is given by
(ru;r')
 + (r; ')
 = (f; ')
 = ( F;r')
;
1

(r;r )
   (u;r )
 = (G;r )
:
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By Helmholtz decomposition, setting rQ' = r , we have
(ru;r')
 + (rQu;r')
 = (rQf;rQ')
 + (G;')
: (3.23)
We consider the only (3.23). For this purpose, set the bilinear form A(u;  ) as follows:
A(u;  ) = (ru;r )
 + (rQu; )
 (3.24)
for u;  2 H10 (
). By Schwartz inequality, (HP) and Poincare, we see
jA(u;  )j  kruk2kr k2 + krQuk2k k2  (1 + )kukH1(
)k kH1(
); (3.25)
A(u; u) = kruk22 + krQuk22  kruk22  Ckuk2H1(
) (3.26)
for u;  2 H10 (
). By Lax-Milgram theorem, for any h 2 H 1(
), there exists a u 2 H10 (
)
uniquely which solves A(u;  ) = (h;  )
 and kukH1(
)  CkhkH 1(
). Therefore (3.23) has the
solution u in the distribution sense, and u satises
kruk2  C (kfkH 1 + kGkH 1)  C (kFk2 + kGk2) :
We consider the pressure term . To this end, let u 2 H10 (
) be a solution to (3.23) and
consider the functional G : ' 7! [G;'] dened by [G;'] = (ru;r')
+(F;r')
 for ' 2 C10 (
).
Then we see that G 2 H 1(
), which implies that there exists  2 L2(
) with G = r in
distribution sense. kkL2 is estimated as follows:
kk2  krkH 1 = ku+ fkH 1  C (kruk2 + kFk2)  C (kFk2 + kGk2) :
Therefore we have
kruk2 + kk2  C (kFk2 + kGk2) (3.27)
From now, in a similar way to Kubo and Matsui [13], we shall show that for f; g 2 L2(
),
the solution (u; ) 2 H2(
)H1(
) to (3.20) under (3.21) satisfying
kr2uk2 + krk2  C (kfk2 + kgk2) : (3.28)
For this purpose, we need three steps where we treat special cases. In the rst step, we consider
the case for the whole-space and a half-space. In the second step, we consider the case for a
bent half-space. In this case, we reduce to the case for the half-space by a transformation of
coordinates. In the third step, we consider the cases for a uniformly W
2 1=r
r -domain (n < r <
1). In this case, by using localization method we reduce to the case for the whole space, the
half-space and bent half-space.
In the rst step, we consider the case for 
 = Rn and Rn+. Namely, we consider
 u+r = f
under (u;r )
    1(r;r )
 =  (G;r )
; subject to uj@
 = 0 if 
 = Rn+. In a similar
way to the method due to Kubo and Matsui [13], we see that
kr2uk2;
 + krk2;
  C (kfk2;
 + kGk2;
) : (3.29)
In second step, we consider the case for a bent half-space. For this purpose we shall introduce
some notations. Let  : Rn ! Rn be a bijection of C1 class and let  1 be its inverse map.
Denoting r = A+B(x) and r 1 = A 1+B 1(x), we assume that A and A 1 are orthogonal
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matrices with constant coecients and B(x) and B 1(x) are matrices of functions in W 1r (Rn)
with n < r <1 such that
kBk1;Rn + kB 1k1;Rn M1; krBkr;Rn + krB 1kr;Rn M2:
We shall choose M1 small enough later, so that we may assume that 0 < M1  1 M2. Let Rn0
be the boundary of the half-space dened by Rn0 = fx = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn j xn = 0g. Set 
+ =
(Rn+) and @
+ = (Rn0 ). In order to prove the case for the bent half-space, we transfer (3.20)
under (3.21) into a problem for the half-space by the change of variable x =  1(y) with y 2 
+
and x 2 Rn+ and by the change of unknowns fu(x) = A 1(u((x)));f(x) = A 1(((x)))
and e (x) = A 1( ((x))). Since @yj =Pn`=1(A`;j + B`;j@xj ), we have the following equations:(
 fu +rf = f+ + F(fu;f) x 2 Rn+;fu = 0 x 2 @Rn+
under
(fu;r e )Rn+ =  1(rf;r e )Rn+ + (G+;r e )Rn+ + (G(fu;f); e )Rn+
for e 2 cW 1q0(Rn+), where f+(x) = A 1(f((x))) and G+(x) = A 1(G((x))) +M4G. Moreover
F(fu;f) and G(fu;f) have the following forms:
F(fu;f) =M1r2fu +M2rfu +M3rf;
G(fu;f) =  1(M4fu +M5rf)
with some matrices of functions Mk (k = 1; : : : ; 5) possessing the estimates
kMjk1;Rn+  CM1; kM2kr;Rn+ + krMjkr;Rn+  CM2
for j = 1; 3; 4; 5 and n < r <1. By the results of the case for the half-space, we obtain
kr2fuk2;Rn+ + krfk2;Rn+
 C

kf+k2;Rn+ + kG+k2;Rn+ + kF(fu;f)k2;Rn+ + kG(fu;f)k2;Rn+
 C

kf+k2;Rn+ + kG+k2;Rn+ +M1(kr2fuk2;Rn+ + krfk2;Rn+ + kfuk2;Rn+)
+kM2k1;Rn+krfuk2;Rn+ :
Taking M1 sucient small, we see that
kr2fuk2;Rn+ + krfk2;Rn+  C kf+k2;Rn+ + kg+k2;Rn+ + kfuk2;Rn+ + krfuk2;Rn+ ;
which implies
kr2uk2;
 + krk2;
  C (kfk2;
 + kgk2;
 + kuk2;
 + kruk2;
)
for the case where 
 is the bent half-space.
In the third step, we set H1j = 1j (Rn+), @H1j = 1j (@Rn+), and H2j = 2j (Rn) and set kj as the
cut-o functions satisfying 0  kj  1, suppkj  Bdk(xkj ) = fx 2 
 j jx  xkj j < dkg for k = 1; 2
and j = 1; 2; : : : .
Let f; g 2 L2(
), we rst consider the following equations:
 ukj +rkj = kj f x 2 Hkj
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under (ukj ;r )Hkj = 
 1(rkj ;r )Hkj + (
k
jG;r )Hkj for k = 1; 2 and we also consider the
boundary condition: u1j = 0 on @H1j for k = 1. By the results of the rst step and the second
step, we can obtain
kr2ukj k2;Hkj + kr
k
j k2;Hkj  C

kkj fk2;Hkj + k
k
j gk2;Hkj + ku
k
j k2;Hkj + kru
k
j k2;Hkj

For f; g 2 L2(
), we set
u =
1X
j=1
1ju
1
j +
1X
j=1
2ju
2
j ;  =
1X
j=1
1j
1
j +
1X
j=1
2j
2
j :
Inserting (u; ) into (3.20) and (3.21), we see that
 u+r = f + eF; (u;r )
 = 1

(r;r )
 + (G;r )
 + ( eG;r )
;
where
eF = 2X
k=1
1X
j=1

2(rkj ) : (rukj ) + (kj )ukj   (rkj )pkj

; eG =  1 2X
k=1
1X
j=1
(rkj )kj :
By the results of the second step, we have
kr2uk2;
 + krk2;

 C
2X
k=1
1X
j=1

kr2(kj ukj )k2;
 + kr(kj kj )k2;


 C
2X
k=1
1X
j=1

(kkjr2ukj k2;Hkj + k
k
jrkj k2;Hkj ) + 2kr
k
j k1krukj k2;Hkj
+kr2kj k1(kukj k2;Hkj + k
k
j k2;Hkj )

 C
2X
k=1
1X
j=1

kkj fk2;Hkj + k
k
jGk2;Hkj + ku
k
j k2;Hkj + kru
k
j k2;Hkj + k
k
j k2;Hkj

:
By Poincare inequality, (3.27) and kFk2;
  Ckfk2;
, we obtain
kr2uk2 + krk2  C (kfk2 + kgk2) ;
which implies (3.19).
4 Maximal Regularity
Goal of this section is to prove the R-boundedness of the solution operator to the following
resolvent problem (RSa0) in 
:
u  u +r = f in 
;
u = 0 on @
;
(RSa0)
where  2 ";0(0 < " < =2; 0 > 0) under the approximated weak incompressible condition
(Cg). Our method is based on cut-o technique. For this purpose, we shall rst prove the whole
space case. Secondly we shall prove the half-space case by using the result for the whole space
case and some lemma introduced in section 3. Next we shall prove the bent half-space case by
reducing to the result for the half-space case with the change of variable. Finally we shall prove
the bounded domain case by using the result for the whole space and the bent half-space case
with cut-o technique.
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4.1 Problem in the whole space
In this subsection, we shall prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let  > 0, 1 < q < 1 and 0 < " < =2. Set Xq(Rn) = f(F1; F2) j F1; F2 2
Lq(Rn)g. Then, there exist operator families U() and P() with
U() 2 Hol(";L(Xq(Rn);W 2q (Rn)n)); P() 2 Hol(";L(Xq(Rn);cW 1q (Rn)))
such that for any f; g 2 Lq(Rn)n and  2 ", (u; ) = (U()F;P()F ), where F = (f; g),
is a unique solution to (RSa0) under (Cg) for the case 
 = Rn and (U();P()) satises the
following estimates:
RL(Xq(Rn);Lq(Rn) eN )(f(@ )`(G;U()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(Rn);Lq(Rn)n)(f(@ )`(rP()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1)
for G;u = (u; 
1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u)) and eN = 1 + n+ n2 + n3.
Proof. In order to prove the R-boundedness of solution operator by using Theorem 3.1, we
shall obtain the solution formula to (RSa0) under (Cg) by using Fourier transform. By the
property of Helmholtz projection, we know r = rQRn(u g) and F [rQRnv] = jj 2( bv).
Applying the Fourier transform to (RSa0), we obtain the following solution formula : u;j(x) =
uj(x)+u
E
;j(x) and (x) = (x)+
E
 (x), where (u; ) is the solution to Stokes equations given
by
uj(x) = F 1

1
+ jj2
bfj() (x)  nX
k=1
F 1

jk
(+ jj2)jj2
bfk() (x); (4.1)
(x) =  i
nX
k=1
F 1

k
jj2 f^k()

(x) (4.2)
for j = 1; : : : ; n and the error term (uE ; 
E
 ) given by
uE;j =
nX
k=1
F 1
"
jk(f^k()  g^k)
jj2(+ + jj2)
#
(x); E = i
nX
k=1
F 1
"
k(+ jj2)(f^k()  g^k())
jj2(+ + jj2)
#
(x)
(4.3)
for j = 1; : : : ; n. Since in the whole space case, it is well-known that the solution operator to
Stokes equations is R-bounded ([26] for detail), we consider the only error term (uE ; E ). By
Leibniz rule, for ` = 0; 1, we obtain(@ )`D (+ )jkjj2(+ + jj2)
  C";jj jj;
(@ )`D (+ )1=2mjkjj2(+ + jj2)
  C";jj jj;(@ )`D mnjkjj2(+ + jj2)
  C";jj jj; (@ )`D jk(+ jj2)jj2(+ + jj2)
  C";jj jj; (4.4)
which implies from Theorem 3.1
RL(Xq(Rn);Lq(Rn) eN )(f(@ )`(G;U()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(Rn);Lq(Rn)n)(f(@ )`(rP()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1):
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Remark 4.2. By Theorem 4.1, we see that the existence of the solution (u; ) to the resolvent
problem (RSa0). Moreover by Theorem 2.10 and Remark 2.9, (u; ) satises the following
resolvent estimate:
k(u; 1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u);r)kLq(Rn)  Cn;q;"k(f; g)kLq(Rn):
4.2 Problem in the half-space
In this section we shall prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.3. Let  > 0, 1 < q < 1 and 0 < " < =2. Set Xq(Rn+) = f(F1; F2) j F1; F2 2
Lq(Rn+)g. Then, there exist operator families U() and P() with
U() 2 Hol(";L(Xq(Rn+);W 2q (Rn+)n); P() 2 Hol(";L(Xq(Rn+);cW 1q (Rn+));
such that for any f; g 2 Lq(Rn+)n and  2 ", (u; ) = (U()F;P()F ), where F = (f; g), is
a unique solution to (RSa0) under (Cg) and (U();P()) satises the following estimates:
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(Rn+) eN )(f(@ )
`(G;U()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(Rn+)n)(f(@ )`(rP()) j  2 "g)  C (` = 0; 1)
for G;u = (u; 
1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u)) and eN = 1 + n+ n2 + n3.
In order to prove Theorem 4.3 by Lemma 3.2, we shall obtain the solution formula to (RSa0)
under (Cg). By density argument, we may let f; g 2 C10 (Rn+). In this case, equation (RSa0)
under (Cg) is equivalent to the following equations:
u  u +r = f; r  u    1 = r  g in Rn+;
uj@Rn+ = 0; @nj@Rn+ = 0:
(4.5)
We shall obtain the solution formula to (4.5). For this purpose, we extend the external force f
and g to the whole space. For f = (f1; : : : ; fn) and g = (g1; : : : ; gn), let F = (f
e
1 ; : : : ; f
e
n 1; fon)
and G = (ge1; : : : ; g
e
n 1; gon), where
fej (x) =
(
fj(x
0; xn) (xn > 0)
fj(x
0; xn) (xn < 0)
; fon(x) =
(
fn(x
0; xn) (xn > 0)
 fn(x0; xn) (xn < 0)
;
where x0 = (x1; : : : ; xn 1). We consider the resolvent problem with F and G:
U  U +r = F; r  U =  1 +r G in Rn. (4.6)
Here we remark that from the denition of our extension, (U;) enjoys the boundary condition
U;n(x
0; 0) = 0; @n(x0; 0) = 0: (4.7)
By the result for the whole space and the denition of our extension, the following estimates
hold:
k(U; 1=2rU;r2U; (+ )1=2(r  U);r)kLq(Rn)  Ck(F; G)kLq(Rn)
 Ck(f; g)kLq(Rn+): (4.8)
Setting u = w + U and  =  +, we see that to solve (4.5) is equivalent to solve
w  w +r = 0; r  w = = in Rn+;
(w)j jxn=0 = hj jxn=0; @njxn=0 = 0; (4.9)
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where hj =  (U)j for j = 1; : : : ; n  1 and hn = 0. Applying div and (+ ) to the rst
equation in (4.9), we obtain
(+  ) = 0; (+  )( )w = 0: (4.10)
By applying the partial Fourier transform dened by
eg(0; xn) = Z
Rn 1
e ix
00g(x0; xn)dx0
to (4.9) and (4.10) , we have
(fw)j + r2(fw)j   @2n(fw)j + (ij)f = 0;
(fw)n + r2(fw)n   @2n(fw)n + @nf = 0;
i0  fw0 + @n(fw)n =  1( r2f + @2nf);
(fw)j(0; 0) = ehj(0; 0); (fw)n(0; 0) = 0; @nf(0; 0) = 0
(4.11)
and
(+ + r2  D2n)(r2  D2n)f = 0;
(+ + r2  D2n)(+ r2  D2n)(r2  D2n)fw = 0; (4.12)
where i0  fw0 = Pn 1j=1 (ij)(fw)j . Since from (4.12), we see the solution (fw;f) can be
expressed byf = pe rxn + qe !xn ; (fw)j = aje rxn + bje !xn + cje !xn (4.13)
for j = 1; : : : ; n, we shall nd the solution to (4.11) having the form (4.13). By substituting
(4.13) to (4.11), we see8>><>>:
aj + (ij)p = 0;  cj + (ij)q = 0;
an   rp = 0;  cn   !q = 0;
i0  a0   ran = 0; i0  b0   !bn = 0; i0  c0   !cn =  1(+ )q;
aj + bj + cj = ehj ; an + bn + cn = 0;  rp  !q = 0
for j = 1; : : : ; n  1. Setting A = (!!   r2) and B = !(!   r), we see
p =   !i
r(A+ B)
0  eh0; q =   r
!
p;
aj =   ij

p; bj = ehj + ij

p+
ijr
!
p; cj =   ijr
!
p;
an =
r

p; bn =   r

p  r

p; cn =
r

p:
Therefore, we obtain the solution formula (fw)j = ewj + fwEj and f = e + fE , where
( ew;fwE ; e;fE) is given
ewj = ehje !xn + j
r
0  eh0M(!; r; xn);
fwEj =  jr AA+ B 0  eh0M(!; r; xn)  j! + r A+ B 0  eh0M(!; !; xn);ewn = i0  eh0M(!; r; xn);
fwEn = BA+ B i0  eh0M(!; r; xn)  !(! + !)(A+ B) i0  eh0M(!; !; xn);e =  ! + r
r
i0  eh0e rxn ;
eE = ! + r
r
A
A+ B i
0  eh0e rxn + A+ B i0  eh0e !xn :
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Since the symbol M(a; b; xn) dened by (3.1) has the following properties:
@nM(a; b; xn) =  e axn   bM(a; b; xn);
@2nM(a; b; xn) = (a+ b)e axn + b2M(a; b; xn)
and by g(0) =   R10 @ng(yn)dyn, we have
eh(0; 0)e axn = Z 1
0
E(a)(a Dn)~h(0; yn)dyn;
~h(0; 0)M(a; b; xn) =
Z 1
0
fE(a)~h(yn) +M(a; b; xn + yn))(b Dn)~h(0; yn)gdyn;
where E(z) is dened by (3.1). Therefore, setting j = j=r, we obtain
wj(x)
=
Z 1
0
F 10 [E(!)(!  Dn) ehj(0; yn)](x0)dyn
+
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [j k(E(!)rfhk(0; yn)
+M(!; r; xn + yn)(r  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j (x)
=  
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [ j k
A
A+ B (E(!)r
fhk(0; yn)
+M(!; r; xn + yn)(r  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn
+
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [
r j k
! + r

A+ B (E(!)r
fhk(0; yn)
+M(!; !; xn + yn)(!  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn;
wn(x)
=
n 1X
k=1
i
Z 1
0
F 10 [ k(E(!)rfhk(0; yn)
+M(!; r; xn + yn)(r  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn;
(w)
E
n (x)
=
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [ k
iB
A+ B (E(!)r
fhk(0; yn)
+M(!; r; xn + yn)(r  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn
+
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [ k
!i
! + !

A+ B (E(!)r
fhk(0; yn)
+M(!; !; xn + yn)(!  Dn)rfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn;
(x)
=  
n 1X
k=1
i
Z 1
0
F 10 [
! + r
r
E(r)(r  Dn)r kfhk(0; yn)](x0)dyn;
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()
E(x)
=
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [ k
! + r
r
A
A+ B iE(r)(r  Dn)r
fhk(0; yn)](x0)dyn
+
n 1X
k=1
Z 1
0
F 10 [ k

A+ B iE(!)(!  Dn)r
fhk(0; yn)]dyn: (4.14)
We remark that (w; ) is the solution to the usual Stokes equations and (wE ; E) is the error
between the solution to Stokes equations and Stokes equations approximated by pressure stabi-
lization. Since Shibata and Shimizu [26] proved R-boundedness of solution operator to Stokes
equations, it is sucient to consider (wE ; 
E
 ) only. For this purpose, we prepare the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let 0 < " < =2 and  > 0. For any multi-index 0 and (; 0; xn) 2 " 
(Rn 1nf0g) (0;1), m(; 0) = r(!+ r) 1; !(!+!) 1;A(A+B) 1;B(A+B) 1 and (A+
B) 1 enjoy
j@00m(; 0)j  Cr j
0j; (4.15)
where C is a positive constant which is dependent of " and 0.
Proof. We rst show that m(; 0) = r(! + r) 1 and !(! + !) 1 enjoy (4.15). By Leibniz
rule with (3.3), we seeD00 r! + r
  C X
0=01+
0
2
r1 j
0
1j r
 j02j
jj1=2 + r  Cr
 j0j;
D00 !! + !
  C X
0=01+
0
2
(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)r j01j r
 j02j
(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)  Cr
 j0j:
In order to prove m(; 0) = A(A + B) 1;B(A + B) 1 and (A + B) 1, we shall consider
D
0
0 (A+ B). Since
A+ B = (+ )!(!   r) + r(!   r) = (+ )!
! + r
+
(+ )r
! + r
;
we have D00 (A+ B)  Cjj(jj+ )
(
jj1=2 + 1=2 + r
jj1=2 + r +
r
jj1=2 + 1=2 + r
)
r j
0j
 Cjj(jj1=2 + 1=2)2(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)(jj1=2 + r) 1r j0j: (4.16)
Since j arg[!(! + r)=r(! + r)]j <    " , we know !r 1(! + r)(! + r) 1 2 ", which implies
that
jA+ Bj = j+ jjj
 r! + r
  !! + r  ! + rr + 1

 C(jj1=2 + 1=2)2jjr(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r) 1
 !! + r  ! + rr
+ 1
 C(jj1=2 + 1=2)2jj(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r)(jj1=2 + r) 1:
By Bell's formula with (4.16), we obtainD00 (A+ B) 1  Cjj 1(jj1=2 + 1=2) 2(jj1=2 + 1=2 + r) 1(jj1=2 + r)r j0j;
which implies (4.15) for m(; 0) = A(A+ B) 1;B(A+ B) 1 and (A+ B) 1.
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. We shall prove Theorem 4.3 by Lemma 3.2 with Lemma 4.4. Set (w)
E
j;k;`(x)(k =
1; : : : ; n  1; ` = 1; : : : ; 6) as follows
(w)
E
j;k;1(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

j k
A
A+ BE(!)r
fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j;k;2(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

j k
A
A+ BM(!; r; xn + yn)r
2fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j;k;3(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

j k
A
A+ BM(!; r; xn + yn)rDn
fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j;k;4(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

r j k
! + r

A+ BE(!)r
fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j;k;5(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

r j k
! + r

A+ BM(!; !; xn + yn)!r
fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn;
(w)
E
j;k;6(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10

r j k
! + r

A+ BM(!; !; xn + yn)rDn
fhk(0; yn) (x0)dyn:
Setting K;`;j(hk) = (w)
E
j;k;`(x) for ` = 1; 2; 4; 5, by Lemma 3.2, Lemma 4.4 and (4.8),
we see that K;`;j is R-bounded. Since hk =  (U)k, U = URn()F , where URn() is the
solution operator in Rn and F = (f; g), setting Vj;k;`()F = K;j;`((URn()F )k), we see that
G;Vj;k;`()F = K;`;j(G;(URn(()F ) is R-bounded by Remark 2.9.
Since Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 4.4 and the relation:
(w)
E
j;k;3(x) =
Z 1
0
F 10 [ j k
A
(A+ B)M(!; r; xn + yn)rjj
1=2 
jj(jj
1=2Dnfhk(0; yn))](x0)dyn;
we see there exists a R-bouned operator K;3;j such that
K;3;j(jj1=2Dnhk) = (w)Ej;k;3(x):
Setting Vj;k;3()F = K;3;j(jj1=2Dn(URnF )k), we see Vj;k;3()F is R-bounded. In a similar
way, we can show that G;Vj;k;`()F (` = 3; 6) is R-bounded. Summing up, setting (U()F )j =P
k;` Vj;k;`()F and U()F = ((U()F )j)j=1;:::;n, we see U()F is the solution operator in Rn+
and G;U()F is R-bounded.
In the same way, we obtain the results for (w)
E
n (x) from the results for (w)
E
j (x) and the
results for ()
E(x) from the equations (RSa0) and the results for (w)Ej (x) and (w)
E
n (x).
4.3 Problem in the bent half-space and the bounded domain
Before we describe the theorem for bent half-space, we shall introduce some notations. Let
 : Rn ! Rn be a bijection of C1 class and let  1 be its inverse map. Writing r = A+B(x)
and r 1 = A 1 + B 1(x), we assume that A and A 1 are orthogonal matrices with constant
coecients and B(x) and B 1(x) are matrices of functions inW 1r (Rn) with n < r <1 such that
k(B;B 1)kL1(Rn) M1; kr(B;B 1)kLr(Rn) M2: (4.17)
We shall choose M1 small enough later, so that we may assume that 0 < M1  1  M2. Let
Rn0 be the boundary of the half-space dened by Rn0 = fx = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn j xn = 0g. Set

+ = (Rn+) and @
+ = (Rn0 ).
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Theorem 4.5. Let  > 0, 1 < q < 1 and 0 < " < =2. Set Xq(
+) = f(F1; F2) j F1; F2 2
Lq(
+)g. Then there exist M1 2 (0; 1), 0  1 and solution operator families U() and P()
with
U() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq(
+);W 2q (
+))); P() 2 Hol(";0 ;L(Xq(
+);cW 1q (
+))) (4.18)
such that for any (f; g) 2 Xq(
+) and  2 ";0, (u; ) = (U()F;P()F ), where F =
(f; g), is a unique solution to problem (RSa0) under (Cg). Moreover (U();P()) satises the
following estimates:
RL(Xq(
+);Lq(
+) eN )(f(@ )`G;U() j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(
+);Lq(
+)n)(f(@ )`rP() j  2 ";0g)  C (` = 0; 1)
for G;u = (u; 
1=2ru;r2u; (+ )1=2(r  u)) and eN = 1 + n+ n2 + n3.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 4.5, we transfer (RSa0) and (Cg) into a problem in Rn+ by the
change of variable x =  1(y) with y 2 
+ and x 2 Rn+ and by the change of unknowns : v(x) =
A 1(u((x)),  = A 1(((x))) and  (x) = A 1('((x))). Since @yj =
Pn
`=1(A`;j+B`;j)@xj ,
employing the same argument to Shibata [21], we have the following equations
v  v +r = f+ + F(v; ) x 2 Rn+;
v = 0 x 2 @Rn+ (4.19)
under
(v;r )Rn+ =  1(r;r )Rn+ + (g+;r )Rn+ + (G(v; );r )Rn+ ;  2 cW 1q0(Rn+); (4.20)
where f+(x) = A 1(f((x))) and g+(x) = A 1(g((x))) +M4g. Moreover F(v; ) and G(v; )
have the following forms:
F(v; ) =M1r2v +M2rv +M3r; G(v; ) =  1(M4v +M5r) (4.21)
with some matrices of functions Mk (k = 1; : : : ; 5) possessing the estimates
kMjkL1(Rn+)  CM1; k(M2;rMj)kLr(Rn+)  CM2 (4.22)
for j = 1; 3; 4; 5 and n < r < 1. Setting F()F = F(URn+()F;PRn+()F ) and G()F =G(URn+()F;PRn+()F )), where F = (f+; g+) and (URn+();PRn+()) is the solution operator in
Rn+, we can obtain, for ` = 0; 1,
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
))(f(@ )`F() j  2 ";0g)  fC( +M1) + C
 1=2
0 g0;
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
))(f(@ )`G() j  2 ";0g)  fC( +M1) + C
 1=2
0 g0;
where 0 is theR-bound of the half-space case and  > 0, by the method due to Shibata [21]. We
choose  and M1 so small that C( +M1)0  1=8 and 0  1 so large that C 1=20 0  1=8.
Thus. we have
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
) eN )(f(@ )
`F() j  2 ";0g)  1=4 (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
) eN )(f(@ )
`G() j  2 ";0g)  1=4 (` = 0; 1):
Since R-boundedness implies the usual boundedness (see Remark 2.9), we have
k(F()F; G()F )kLq(Rn+)  2 1kFkLq(Rn+);
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where F = (f; g) for  2  ";0 . ThereforeR()F = (F()F; G()F ) is a contraction map from
Xq(Rn+) into itself, so that for each  2  ";0 , (I+R()) 1 exists and k(I+R()) 1kL(Xq(Rn+)) 
2. If we dene v and  by v = URn+()(I + R()) 1F and  = PRn+()(I + R()) 1F , where
F = (f; g), then (v; ) is a unique solution to (4.19) under (4.20). Moreover we have
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
))(f(@ )`(1 +R()) 1 j  2 ";0g)  2 (` = 0; 1);
which implies
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
))(f(@ )`G;URn+()(I +R()) 1 j  2 ";0g)  20; (` = 0; 1);
RL(Xq(Rn+);Lq(
))(f(@ )`rPRn+()(I +R()) 1 j  2 ";0g)  20; (` = 0; 1):
By the change of variable y = (x) transfer (RSa0) under (Cg) in the half-sapce case into
the bent half-sapce case, we see that u(y) =
TA 1(v( 1(y))) and  = TA 1(( 1(y))) is
a unique solution to (RSa0) under (Cg) in the bent half-space and we construct an R-bounded
solution operator. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.5.
By using the cut-o technique with Theorem 4.5, we shall prove Theorem 2.11.
Proof of Theorem 2.11. We set H1j = 1j (Rn+), @H1j = 1j (@Rn+) and H2j = Rn and set ij as
the cut-o function enjoys 0  ij  1 and suppij  Bdi(xij) = fx 2 
 j jx   xij j < dig. Let
f; g 2 Lq(
). We consider the two equations
u1j  u1j +r1j = 1j f x 2 H1j ;
uj = 0 x 2 @H1j
(4.23)
under
(u1j ;r')H1j = 
 1(r1j ;r')H1j + (
1
j g;r')H1j ' 2 cW 1q (H1j ) (4.24)
and
u2j  u2j +r2j = 2j f x 2 H2j (4.25)
under
(u2j ;r')H2j = 
 1(r2j ;r')H2j + (
2
j g;r')H2j ' 2 cW 1q (H2j ): (4.26)
By Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.5, there exist operator families
(Ukj ();Pkj ()) (k = 1; 2) with
Ukj () 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Xq(Hkj );W 2q (Hkj )));
Pkj () 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Xq(Hkj );cW 1q (Hkj )))
such that (ukj ; 
k
j ) = (Ukj ()(kj f; kj g);Pki ()(kj f; kj g)) uniquely solves the problem (4.23)
under (4.24) and the problem (4.25) under (4.26), respectively. Moreover we see
RL(Xq(Hkj );Lq(Hkj ))(f(@ )
`G;Ukj () j  2  ";0)  2;
RL(Xq(Hkj );Lq(Hkj ))(f(@ )
`rPkj () j  2  ";0)  2 (4.27)
with some constant 2 independent of j 2 N. By (4.27), we obtain
k(ukj ; 1=2rukj ;r2ukj ; (+ )1=2r  ukj ;rkj )kLq(Hkj )  2k(
k
j f; 
k
j g)kLq(Hkj ):
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For f; g 2 Lq(
), we set
U()(f; g) =
1X
j=1
1ju
1
j +
1X
j=1
2ju
2
j ; P ()(f; g) =
1X
j=1
1j
1
j +
1X
j=1
2j
2
j :
Inserting (v; ) = (U()(f; g); P ()(f; g)) into (RSa0) and (Cg), we have
v  v +r = f   V1()(f; g); x 2 
;
v = 0 x 2 @

under
(v;r')
 =  1(r;r')
 + (g;r')
 + (V2()(f; g);r')

with
V1()(f; g) =
1X
j=1

2(r1j )  (ru1j ) + (1j )u1j   (r1j )1j
+2(r2j )  (ru2j ) + (2j )u2j   (r2j )2j
	
;
V2()(f; g) =  1
1X
j=1

(r1j )1j + (r2j )2j
	
:
Since by Poincare inequality we obtain
k(rkj )kj kLq(
)  Ckrkj kLq(
)  CkukLq(
)
and  = Q
u, we have V1()(f; g);V2()(f; g) 2 Lq(
) and
k(V1()(f; g); V2()(f; g))kLq(
)  C 1=20 (1 +  1=20 +  1=20 )k(f; g)kLq(
):
Choosing 0  1 so large that C 1=20 (1 +  1=20 +  1=20 )  1=2 and setting V ()F =
(V1()F;V2()F ), where F = (f; g), we see that (I   V ()) 1 2 L(Xq(
)) exists and (u; ) =
(U()(I   V ()) 1F; P ()(I   V ()) 1F ) is a unique solution to problem (RSa0) under (Cg).
Finally we shall show the R-boundedness of solution operator. Let
U()F =
1X
j=1
1jU1j ()F +
1X
j=1
2jU2j ()F;
P()F =
1X
j=1
1jP1j ()F +
1X
j=1
2jP2j ()F
and
V1()F =
1X
j=1

2(r1j )  (rU1j ()F ) + (1j )U1j ()F   (r1j )P1j ()F
+2(r2j )  (rU2j ()F ) + (2j )U2j ()F   (r2j )P2j ()F
	
;
V2()(f; g) =  1
1X
j=1

(r1j )P1j ()F + (r2j )P2j ()F
	
;
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where F = (f; g). We see that U() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Xq(
);W 2q (
))) and P() 2 Hol( ";0 ;L(Xq(
);cW 1q (
)))
and (v; ) = (U()F;P()F ), where F = (f; g) satises(
v  v +r = f   V1()(f; g) x 2 
;
v = 0 x 2 @

under
(v;r')
 =  1(r;r')
 + (g;r')
 + (V2()(f; g);r')
:
Since
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
)n)(f(@ )`V1() j  2  ";0g)  C 1=20 (1 +  1=20 +  1=20 )2;
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
)n)(f(@ )`V2() j  2  ";0g)  C 1=20 (1 +  1=20 +  1=20 )2;
Choosing 0  1 so large that C =20 (1 +  1=20 +  1=20 )2  1=2, we have
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
))(f(@ )`(I   V ()) 1 j  2  ";0g)  2:
Therefore we obtain
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
) eN )(f(@ )`G;U() j  2  ";0g)  C;
RL(Xq(
);Lq(
) eN )(f(@ )`rP() j  2  ";0g)  C:
We see that U()(I  V ()) 1 is a required R-bounded solution operator to (RSa0) under (Cg).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.11.
5 Application of Maximal Regularity
In this section, using the maximal regularity theorem, we shall prove the local in time existence
theorem of strong sokution for (NSa) and (NSE) (Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.16) by the method
due to Shibata-Kubo [24]. Moreover, we shall prove the Lp-Lq regularity in bounded domain

  Rn and the uniqueness of solution for (WS) in case of n = 2.
5.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1
Setting u = T(t)a and  = Q
u, by Theorem 2.13 and (2.5), (u; ) is the solution to
(Sa0) under (Cg) and satises
ke 0t(@tu;r2u;r)kLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)  CM; (5.1)
where 1 < p; q <1 and 0 is a positive number obtained in Theorem 2.11. Setting v = u u;
and  =    , we see that what (u; ) is the solution to (NSa0) under (Cg) is equivalent
to what (v; ) is the solution to8<:
@tv  v +r = f  N1(v) N2(u) t 2 (0; T ); x 2 
;
v(0; x) = 0 x 2 
;
v(t; x) = 0 t 2 (0; T ); x 2 @

(NSv)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition (C), where
N1(v; u
) = (v  r)v + (u  r)v + (v  r)u; N2(u) = (u  r)u:
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In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we consider (NSv) under (C). For this purpose, we set
h(w; )iT = k@twkLp((0;T );Lq(
)) + kr2wkLp((0;T );Lq(
)) + krkLp((0;T );Lq(
))
+ kwkL1((0;T );Lq(
)) + krwkLr1 ((0;T );Lq(
)) + krwkLr2 ((0;T );Lq(
)) (5.2)
with r1, r2 is dened by (3.12). By (2.1), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.11), we have
hMT (f))iT   Cn;p;qe0T kfkLp((0;T );Lq(
))  Cn;p;qe0T

M: (5.3)
Set L = Cn;p;qe
0T M . To prove Theorem 2.1 by contraction mapping principle, we shall dene
the underlying space XT;L as follows:
XT;L = f(w; ) 2W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
)n) \ Lp((0; T );W 2q (
)n))
 Lp((0; T );cW 1q (
)) j wjt=0 = 0; h(w; )iT  2Lg: (5.4)
Here the constant T is determined later as the suciently small constant. We dene the
map  as
(w; ) =MT (f) MT (N1(v; u)) MT (N2(u));
where MT is the solution operator to (3.7) under (C). We shall prove that  is the contraction
mapping on XT;L. By (3.13) and (5.1) we have
kN2(u)kLp((0;S);Lq(
))  k(u  r)ukLp((0;S);Lq(
))  CSe20SM2
for 1 < p  1 and n=2 < q <1. By (3.8) the following inequality holds:
hMT (N2(u))iT   Cn;p;qe20T kN2(u)kLp((0;T );Lq(
))  Cn;p;q(T )e20T

M2 (5.5)
for 0 < T   T0. In a similar way, for (v; ) 2 XT ;L we obtain
kN1(v; u)kLp((0;S);Lq(
))  Ce0T

SML;
which implies
hMT (N1(v; u))iT   Cn;p;qkN1(v; u)kLp((0;T );Lq(
))  C(T )e0T

ML: (5.6)
Therefore there exists a constant C = Cn;p;q;T0 such that
h(v; )iT   L+ C(T )

e20T

M2 + e0T

ML

for (v; ) 2 XT  . Taking the time T ( T0) suciently small such that
C(T )e0T M  1=2 and C(T )e20T M2  L=2, we have h(w; )iT   2L. Therefore,  is
the mapping on XT ;L. Moreover taking into account the facts:
(w1; 1)  (w2; 2) =MT (N1(w2; u) N1(w1; u))
and
N1(w2; u
) N1(w1; u) = ((w2   w1)  r)u + (u  r)(w2   w1)
for (wi; i) 2 XT ;L (i = 1; 2), by (3.13), (5.1) and (5.4), we can show the following inequality
holds:
kN1(w2) N1(w1)kLp((0;T );Lq)  Cn;p;q;T0(T )e0T

Mh(w2; 2)  (w1; 1)iT  ;
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which implies
h(w1; 1)  (w2; 2)iT   Cn;p;q;T0(T )e0T

Mh(w2; 2)  (w1; 1)iT  :
Taking T  suciently small such that C(T )e0T M  1=2 if necessary, we obtain
h(w1; 1)  (w2; 2)iT   (1=2)h(w1; 1)  (w2; 2)iT  :
Therefore, we see that  is the contraction mapping on XT  . By the contraction mapping
principle, we see that  has xed point (v; ). Satisfying (v; ) = (v; ), by (5.5), we
see that (u; ) = (u
 + v;  + ) is the unique solution for (NSa0) under (C). Therefore we
obtain Theorem 2.1.
5.2 Proof of Theorem 2.16
Let (u; ) be a solution to (Sa0) with f = g = 0 and a = aE . By Theorem 2.13, the following
estimates hold.
ke 0t(@tu;r2u;r)kLp((0;1);Lq(
))  Cn;p;qkaEkB2(1 1=p)q;p (
)  CM
 1; (5.7)
where 1 < p; q < 1. In order to look for the solution (v; ) of (NSE) as v = uE   u and
 = E   , we shall obtain the solution to8<:
@tv  v +r =  N1(v; u) N2(u; u) t 2 (0;1); x 2 
;
v(0; x) = 0 x 2 
;
v(t; x) = 0; x 2 @
;
(NSvE)
under the approximated weak incompressible condition (C), where
N1(v; u
) = (v  r)v + ((u + u)  r)v + (v  r)(u + u);
N2(u
; u) = (u  r)(u + u) + (u  r)u:
In a similar way to Theorem 2.1, we shall dene underlying space XT;LE as follows:
XT;LE = f(w; ) 2 (W 1p ((0; T ); Lq(
)n) \ Lp((0; T );W 2q (
)n))
 Lp((0; T );cW 1q (
)) j wjt=0 = 0; h(w; )iT  LEg; (5.8)
where h(w; )iT is dened in (5.2). Setting the map  dened by
(w; ) =  MT (N1(v; u)) MT (N2(u; u));
where MT (f) is a solution operator to (3.7) under (C), we shall estimate N1(v; u
) and
N2(u
; u) in a similar way to Theorem 2.1. Setting ; `k(k = 1; 2; 3); ; ri(i = 1; 2) as the
same positive constant in proof of Theorem 2.1, we see
kN1(v; u)kLp((0;S);Lq(
)) 
CS


1

L2E +
1

e0T

MLE + LLE

and
kN2(u; u)kLp((0;S);Lq(
)) C
S


1

e20T

M2 + e0T

ML

for 1 < p <1, by (2.6), (3.8) for 0 < T [  T , the following inequality holds:
hMT [(N1(v; u) +N2(u; u))iT [  Cn;p;q;M;L;LE (T [) :
In a similar way to Theorem 2.1, taking T [ suciently small if necessary, we can prove that 
is the contraction mapping on XT [;LE . Therefore we obtain Theorem 2.16.
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5.3 Proof of Theorem 2.3
In this subsection, we shall prove Theorem 2.3 by using the method due to Saal [20]. Before
proving main results, we shall prepare a key lemma. For each k 2 N, we consider the following
approximate system :
@tv +Av + (J
N
k Pv  r)v = Jkf := fk; v(0) = Jka := a;k: (5.9)
By using the fact that A is generator of semigroup fT(t)gt0 on Lq(
) (see Kubo and Matsui
[13]), we shall show there exists a xed point for the following integral equation :
v(t) = T(t)a;k  
Z t
0
T(t  s)(JNk Pv(s)  r)v(s)ds+
Z t
0
T(t  s)fk(s)ds: (5.10)
Hence, we shall prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let n  2, k 2 N, T 2 (0;1) and X2 = D(A1=2 ) = H10 (
). And let a 2 L2(
)
and f 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)). If N satises N > 1 + n=4, then (5.10) has a unique solution
v 2 C([0; T ]; X2) \ L2((0; T ); D(A)) \H1((0; T ); L2(
))
enjoying (5.9).
Proof. We x k 2 N. By the denition, we see
a;k 2 X2; fk 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)) \ L2((0; T ); X2):
In fact, by (3.16), we obtain
kA1=2 a;kk22 = kra;kk22 + krQa;kk22  Ck(1 + )kak22;
kfkk2 = kJkfk2  Ckfk2; kA1=2 fkk2  Ckkfk2: (5.11)
In order to get the xed point for integral equation, choosing M > 0 as suitable, we dene a
function space and its norm as follows:
BM := fv 2 C([0; T ]; X2) j v(0) = a;k; kvkT Mg;
kvkT := sup
t2[0;T ]
(kv(t)k2 + kA1=2 v(t)k2):
By (3.17) and (3.18), we have
k(JNk Pv(s)  r)v(s)k2  kJNk Pv(s)k1krv(s)k2
 CkkPv(s)k2kA1=2 v(s)k2
 CkM2: (5.12)
Therefore we obtain
kvkT  C3k

ka;kk2 + kfk2;2;TT 1=2 +M2(T + T 1=2)

(5.13)
for v 2 BM . In fact, by (5.11) we get for 0 < t < T
kv(t)k2  ka;kk2 + C
Z t
0
k(JNk Pv(s)  r)v(s)k2ds+ C
Z t
0
kfk(s)k2ds
 ka;kk2 + CkM2T + CT 1=2kfk2;2;T : (5.14)
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Similarly, by (5.11) and the Lp-Lq estimate of the gradient of approximate Stokes semigroup
proved by Kubo and Matsui[13]:
krT(t)akp  Cn;p;qt 1=2 n=2(1=q 1=p)kakq
for 1 < q  p < 1, t > 0 and a 2 Lq(
), we can prove the estimate of kA1=2 v(t)k2 and we
obtain (5.13).
Moreover, because of the inequality
k(JNk Pv(s)  r)v(s)  (JNk Pw(s)  r)w(s)k2
 Ck(kv(s)  w(s)k2krv(s)k2 + kr(v(s)  w(s))k2kw(s)k2)
 CkMkv   wkT
for v; w 2 BM , we obtain
kv   wkT  C4kM(T + T 1=2)kv   wkT :
Therefore letting M satisfy C3kka;kk2 M=2 and T satisfy two inequalities
C3kT
1=2kfk2;2;T + C3kM2(T + T 1=2) M=2;
C4kM(T + T
1=2)  1=2;
we see that  is a contraction map on BM . In other words, for suciently small T , there exists
xed point u of the map  on BM . SinceZ T
0
k(JNk Pv(s)  r)v(s)k22ds  Ck
Z T
0
kv(s)k22krv(s)k22ds  CkM4T <1;
we see (JNk Pv  r)v 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)). Therefore by Lp-Lq maximal regularity of A, we see
u 2 L2((0; T ); D(A)) \H1((0; T ); L2(
)); which implies Lemma 5.1 for suciently small T .
Next, we shall prove that there exists a global unique solution. For this purpose, we consider
the boundedness of kvkT . Since by divJkPv = 0 we see
((JkPv  r)v; v)
 =  (v; (divJkPv)v)
   (v; (JkPv  r)v)

=  (v; (JkPv  r)v)
;
((JkPv  r)v; v) = 0 holds. Multiplying v to (5.9) and integrating on 
, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
kv(t)k22 + kA1=2 v(t)k22 = (fk(t); v(t))
: (5.15)
Integrating from 0 to t, we see
1
2
kv(t)k22  
1
2
ka;kk22 +
Z t
0
kA1=2 v(s)k22ds =
Z t
0
(fk(s); v(s))
ds: (5.16)
Then, we shall estimate the right hand side of (5.16). Using Poincare inequality and Holder
inequality, then we can estimateZ t
0
(fk(s); v(s))
ds
  Z t
0
kfk(s)k2kv(s)k2ds
 Ckfk2;2;T kvk2;2;T
 Ckfk2;2;T kA1=2 vk2;2;T
 C
2"
kfk22;2;T +
"
2
kA1=2 vk22;2;T :
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Therefore, letting " = 1, we can obtain the estimate
kv(t)k22 + kA1=2 vk22;2;T  ka;kk22 + Ckfk22;2;T  C(kak22 + kfk22;2;T ); (5.17)
which implies the boundedness of kv(t)k22. Finally, we shall prove the boundedness of kA1=2 v(t)k2.
Multiplying Av to (5.9) and integrating on 
, we get
(@tv(t); Av(t))
 + (Av(t); Av(t))

= (fk(t); Av(t))
   ((JNk Pv(t)  r)v(t); Av(t))
:
By integration by parts, we can also obtain
1
2
d
dt
kA1=2 v(t)k22 + kAv(t)k22
= (fk(t); Av(t))
   ((JNk Pv(t)  r)v(t); Av(t))
:
Since the inequality:
j((JNk Pv(t)  r)v(t); Av(t))
j  k(JNk Pv(t)  r)v(t)k2kAv(t)k2
 Ck
2
kv(t)k22kA1=2 v(t)k22 +
1
2
kAv(t)k22;
we obtain
1
2
d
dt
kA1=2 v(t)k22 + kAv(t)k22
 1
2

Ckkv(t)k22kA1=2 v(t)k22 + kfk(t)k22

+ kAv(t)k22;
which implies
d
dt
kA1=2 v(t)k22  Ckkv(t)k22kA1=2 v(t)k22 + Ckf(t)k22: (5.18)
Inserting (5.17) into (5.18), we have
d
dt
kA1=2 v(t)k22  Ckf(t)k22 + Ck(kak22 + kfk22;2;T )kA1=2 v(t)k22:
Integrating this expression from 0 to t, we get
kA1=2 v(t)k22
 (kA1=2 ak22 + Ckfk22;2;T ) + Ck(ka;kk22 + kfk22;2;T )
Z t
0
kA1=2 v(s)k22ds:
By Gronwall's inequality, we conclude
kA1=2 v(t)k22  Ck(kak22 + kfk22;2;T )exp

Ck(kak22 + kfk2;2;T )T

: (5.19)
Therefore, v exists uniquely on arbitrary interval [0; T ] and that it admits the claimed regularity
properties.
From here, we shall prove our main results about the existence and regularity theorem for
(??).
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let fukg be a solution of (5.9). By Lemma 5.1 uk is the bounded in
Lelay-Hopf's class: L1((0; T ); L2(
)) \ L2((0; T );H1(
)). Therefore, there exists a weak limit
u 2 Y := L1((0; T ); L2(
))\L2((0; T ); H1(
)). Moreover, since uk satises (5.16), u satises
also (5.19). Consequently, we shall prove u is a solution to (WS). For this purpose, let vk be
unique solution of the equation :
@tvk +Avk = fk t 2 (0; T ); vk(0) = a;k: (5.20)
Then, vk converges strongly in Y . In fact, letting v be a solution of
@tv +Av = f; v(0) = a;
we see that v   vk satises
@t(v   vk) +A(v   vk) = f   fk; v(0)  vk(0) = a   a;k
and
ke 0t(v   vk)kH1((0;T );L2(
)) + ke 0t(v   vk)kL2((0;T );H2(
))
 Cke 0t(f   fk)k2;2;T + ka   a;kkB2(1 1=p)q;p
by Lp-Lq maximal regularity of A. By L2((0; T );H
2(
)) \H1((0; T ); L2(
))  C0([0; T ];H1)
(see [?]) and the fact that the continuous map from H1((0; T ); L2(
)) \ L2((0; T );H2(
)) to
L2((0; T );H
1(
)) is compact (see [28]), we see ke 0t(v   vk)kY ! 0 as k ! 1. Now, letting
wk = uk   vk, wk converges weakly in Y and satises the equation
@twk +Awk =  (JNk Puk  r)uk t 2 (0; T ); wk(0) = 0: (5.21)
Since the right hand side of rst equation of (5.21) is bounded in Lq((0; T ); Lq(
)) for q =
(n+ 2)=(n+ 1) by Lemma ?? and Lp-Lq maximal regularity of A, we see
wk 2W 1q ((0; T ); Lq(
)) \ Lq((0; T ); D(A))
for T > 0. Here, set ' 2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)) as a test function in the equation (WS) and let
supp' = K as a compact set. In particular, considering
wk 2W 1q ((0; T ); Lq(K)) \ Lq((0; T );H2(K));
by Rellich's theorem, H1(K) embed Lq(K) in the compact and therefore if N > 4, we can apply
Theorem 2.1 in [28]. Namely, the operator from Y to Lq((0; T );H
1(K)) is compact. Therefore
wk converges strongly in Lq((0; T );H
1(K)). Therefore since uk = wk+vk converges strongly u
in Lq((0; T );H
1(K)), by using integration by parts, we obtainZ T
0

(B(u; u); )
   ((JNk Puk  r)uk; )

	
dt


Z T
0
kr(uk   u)k2;Kk(Puk)k2;Kdt+
Z T
0
kuk2;Kkr((Pu   JNk Puk))k2;Kdt
 T 1=q0kukk1;2;T kk1;1;T kr(uk   u)kq;2;T
+ T 1=q
0kuk1;2;T
 kr(Pu   Puk)kq;2;T + kr(Puk   JNk Puk)kq;2;T  kk1;1;T
+ T 1=q
0kuk1;2;T
 kPu   Pukkq;2;T + kPuk   JNk Pukkq;2;T  krk1;1;T :
By Remark 2.1, the last term of this inequality converges to 0 if k !1. Therefore, we see u
satises (WS).
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. If u is one of weak solutions to (??), by Lemma ??, we get
k(Pu  r)ukp;q;T  C(kuk21;2;T + kA1=2 uk22;2;T ) <1
for 2=p+ n=q = n+ 1. Here, letting F = f   (Pu  r)u, we consider the system
@tv +Av = F; (x 2 
; t 2 (0; T )); vj@
 = 0; vjt=0 = a: (5.22)
By Lp-Lq maximal regularity of A, the solution to (5.22) is unique and satises
ke 0t@tvkp;q;T + ke 0tAvkp;q;T
 C(kakB2(1 1=p)q;p (
) + kfkp;q;T + kuk
2
1;2;T + kA1=2 uk22;2;T ):
Therefore we shall prove v = u. Since v satises (5.22), we haveZ T
0
f (v(t); @t(t))
   (v(t); A(t))
g dt = (a; (0))
 +
Z T
0
(F (t); (t))
dt (5.23)
for any  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)). On the other hand, since u is the weak solution to (??), we
have Z T
0
f (u(t); @t(t))
   (u(t); A(t))
g dt] = (a; (0))
 +
Z T
0
(F (t); (t))
dt
for any  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)). Then, for all  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)), we obtainZ T
0
(u(t)  v(t); @t(t) A(t))
dt = 0: (5.24)
Let
Ep0;q0;T = f 2W 1p0((0; T ); Lq0(
)) \ Lp0((0; T );W 2q0(
)) j jt=T = 0g:
Since C10 (
) is dense in Lq0(
), C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)) is dense in Ep0;q0;T . In (5.24), by letting
 2 Lp0((0; T ); Lq0(
)), j 2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)) and j ! , (5.24) is hold for any  2 Ep0;q0;T .
On the other hand, for any  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)), dual problem :
 @t A =  ; (x 2 
; t 2 (0; T )); j@
 = 0; jt=T = 0 (5.25)
has a unique solution  and we see  2W 1r ((0; T ); Ls(
))\Lr((0; T );W 2s (
)n) for r; s 2 (1;1).
Especially, letting r = p0 and s = q0, by (5.24), for all  2 C10 ([0; T ); C10 (
)), we haveZ T
0
(u(t)  v(t);  )
dt =
Z T
0
(u(t)  v(t); @t+A)
dt = 0:
Therefore, getting Z T
0
(u   v;  )
dt = 0
for all  2 C10 ((0; T ); C10 (
)) which is dense in Lp0((0; T ); Lq0(
)), we obtainZ T
0
(u   v;  )
dt = 0
for all  2 Lp0((0; T ); Lq0(
)). Then, we see u  v 2 Lp((0; T ); Lq(
))and u = v. With regard
to the pressure term r, by the relation r = rQu = Au + u (see [13]), we can
prove the pressure term r satises (2.3).
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5.4 Proof of Theorem 2.5
Here we prove the weak solution u constructed in Theorem 2.4 is unique if n = 2.
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 2.5). Let T 2 (0;1] and uk be the approximate sequence constructed
in Lemma 5.1. First, we shall prove ru 2 L1((0; T ); L2(
)). For this purpose, we show the
constant Ck is independent of k in the inequality (5.19). By the fact that the basic inequality
kvk4  Ckrvk1=22 kvk1=22 holds for v 2 W 12 (
) and Young's inequality, (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19),
we can estimate the nonlinear term
j((JNk Puk(t)  r)uk(t); Auk(t))
j  kJNk Puk(t)k4kruk(t)k4kAuk(t)k2
 Ckuk(t)k4kruk(t)k4kAuk(t)k2
 Ckuk(t)k1=22 kA1=2 uk(t)k2kAuk(t)k3=22
 C
4
kuk(t)k22kA1=2 uk(t)k42 +
3
4
kAuk(t)k22: (5.26)
Hence in the same way as (5.18), we deduce
1
2
d
dt
kA1=2 uk(t)k22 + kAuk(t)k22
 kfk22 +
1
4
kAuk(t)k22 +
C
4
kukk22kA1=2 ukk42 +
3
4
kAukk22 (5.27)
for t 2 (0; T ). Integrating (5.27) and using (5.17) and (3.16), we get
kA1=2 uk(t)k22  kA1=2 ak22 + 2kfk22;2;T +
C
2
Z t
0
kukk22kA1=2 ukk42dt:
Setting 'k(t) = kuk(t)k22kA1=2 uk(t)k22, by (5.17), we haveZ t
0
'k(s)ds  C
 kak22 + kfk22;2;T 2 :
Therefore we see by the Gronwall inequality
kA1=2 uk(t)k22  (kA1=2 ak22 + 2kfk22;2;T ) exp

C
2
(kak22 + kfk22;2;T )2

;
which implies that A
1=2
 uk ! A1=2 u weakly in L1((0; T ); L2(
)).
On the other hands, by the inequality 2ab  (a2=") + ("b2) for arbitrary " > 0, we see
j(f;Auk)
j  2kfk22 +
1
8
kAukk22:
Therefore (5.27) is rewrited
1
2
d
dt
kA1=2 uk(t)k22 + kAukk22
 2kfk22 +
1
8
kAukk22 +
C
4
kukk22kA1=2 ukk22 +
3
4
kAukk22;
which implies that
kA1=2 ukk21;2;T +
1
4
kAukk22;2;T
 (kA1=2 ak22 + 4kfk22;2;T ) exp

C
2
(kak22 + kfk22;2;T )2

:
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Therefore we seeAu 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)). Furthermore, having (Pur)u 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
))
by the estimate
k(Pu  r)uk2;2;T  (kuk1;2;T kruk21;2;T kAuk2;2;T )1=2 <1;
we obtain @tu;r2u;r 2 L2((0; T ); L2(
)) by the Lp-Lq maximal regularity of A.
Next, we shall prove the uniqueness property. Let v be any other weak solution of (??).
According to Theorem 2.4 and Lemma ?? the dierence w := u   v satises
@tw +Aw + ((Pw  r)u) + ((Pv  r)w) = 0 (t 2 (0; T )); w(0) = 0: (5.28)
in L4=3((0; T ); L4=3(
)). On the other hand, by kwk4;4;T  Ckwk1=21;2;T krwk1=22;2;T we see w
belongs to L4((0; T ); L4(
)) which is the dual space of L4=3((0; T ); L4=3(
)). Thus considering
the dual pairing of w and the rst term in (5.28), we obtain
(@tw(t); w(t))
 + (Aw(t); w(t))

+ ((Pw(t)  r)u(t); w(t))
 + ((Pv(t)  r)w(t); w(t))
 = 0:
It is known that the dual operator P  of P satises P  = P in L2. Hence having the property
((Pv  r)w;w) = 0, we have
1
2
d
dt
kw(t)k22 + kA1=2 w(t)k22 =
2X
j=1
(@ju(t); Pwj(t)w(t))

 CkA1=2 u(t)k2kw(t)k24
 CkA1=2 u(t)k2kw(t)k2kA1=2 w(t)k2
 CkA1=2 u(t)k22kw(t)k22 +
1
2
kA1=2 w(t)k22
and therefore that
d
dt
kw(t)k22  CkA1=2 u(t)k22kw(t)k22:
By Gronwall inequality and w(0) = 0, we get w  0 that is u = v.
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